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Entanglement of solid-state qubits by measurement

Rusko Ruskov* and Alexander N. Korotkov
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We show that two identical solid-state qubits can be made fully entangled~starting from a completely mixed
state! with probability 1/4 just by measuring them with a detector, equally coupled to the qubits. This happens
in the case of repeated strong~projective! measurements as well as in a more realistic case of weak continuous
measurement. In the latter case, the entangled state can be identified by a flat spectrum of the detector shot
noise, while the nonentangled state~probability 3/4! leads to a spectral peak at the Rabi frequency with the
maximum peak-to-pedestal ratio of 32/3.
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Prospective solid-state realizations of quantum compu
may have significant advantages due to natural scalab
simple electrical control of parameters, and use of well
veloped technology. A number of theoretical proposals h
been put forward1 and interesting experimental results ha
been achieved, including demonstrations of charge qub2

using single-Cooper-pair boxes, flux qubits3,4 using super-
conducting loops interrupted by Josephson junctions,
combined charge-flux qubits5 with the quality factor as high
as5 25 000. Obviously, the next important experimental s
is the demonstration of entangled solid-state qubits.

Entanglement of qubits can be produced using their di
interaction. In this paper, we discuss an alternative w
when two solid-state qubits are made entangled just by t
simultaneous measurement with one detector, which t
provides an indirect coupling between qubits. A somew
similar idea of entanglement via indirect dissipative coupl
has been discussed earlier in quantum optics for the pr
ration of entangled atoms in an optical cavity by monitori
the cavity decay.6 Moreover, it has been shown that som
entanglement can be produced just by coupling to a comm
environment.7 However, in this case the degree of entang
ment is very small, while in our setup the full 100% e
tanglement of qubits can be achieved. The stability of
entangled state is due to equal coupling of the qubits with
detector, so that this state is essentially a decoherence
subspace.8 Our procedure works with a probability less tha
unity, and in this respect it is somewhat similar to the ope
tion of conditional quantum gates9 based on linear optica
elements.

In contrast to qubits represented by photons, which
physically destroyed by the acts of measurement, solid-s
qubits only change their state due to measurement, w
allows somewhat more freedom in designing quantum op
tions. On the other hand, it is quite difficult to realize simp
projective measurements of solid-state qubits because
typically weak coupling with detector. Therefore, instead o
simple abrupt collapse, we have to deal with dephasing
processes in the case of ensemble measurements10 or with
the continuous~weak! measurements11–14 in the case of
single qubits.

The theory of nonaveraged~‘‘selective’’ or ‘‘conditional’’ !
continuous measurement of single solid-state qubits has
under active development for the past four years~see recent
0163-1829/2003/67~24!/241305~4!/$20.00 67 2413
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review, Ref. 15, and references therein! and exists in two
almost identical variants: the so-called Bayesian formalism13

and a version of the quantum trajectory approach14 adapted
to solid-state setups from quantum optics.12 The main feature
of the theory compared to the ensemble-averaged approa10

is the account of the noisy detector output that natura
bridges the concept of qubit dephasing due to measurem
with the ‘‘orthodox’’ collapse postulate. It has been shown13

that a single solid-state qubit does not decohere~moreover, is
gradually purified! in the process of measurement by a go
~ideal! detector@for example, by a quantum point conta
~QPC!#, which leads to a number of experiment
predictions.15 In particular, the theory shows16 that the qubit
Rabi oscillations monitored by a weakly coupled detec
can be evidenced by the peak in the detector current spe
density at the Rabi frequency; however, the peak height c
not be larger than four times the noise pedestal~this fact
seems to have recent experimental confirmation17!.

In this paper, we consider two identical qubits performi
Rabi oscillations, which are continuously measured by
equally coupled detector. We have found that the system
gradually collapsed into one of the two regimes: either qub
become fully entangled~Bell state!, which can be identified
by a flat spectrum of the detector current, or the qubits’ st
falls into the orthogonal subspace that can be identified
the Rabi spectral peak, which for an ideal detector is 3
times higher than the noise pedestal. The probabilities of
scenarios are 1/4 and 3/4, respectively, so on average
peak-to-pedestal ratio is equal to 8, twice as large as fo
single qubit.

Figure 1 shows possible realizations of our setup. In
first realization@Fig. 1~a!#, each qubit is made of a doubl
quantum dot18 ~DQD!, occupied by a single electron, whil
the detector is a QPC located in between DQD’s. The sec
possible realization@Fig. 1~b!# is based on single-Cooper
pair boxes as qubits,2 which are measured by a single
electron transistor~SET!. Other possible realizations~not
shown! can be based on flux qubits3,4 or combined charge-
flux qubits.5

In the Hamiltonian of the system,H5HQB1HDET
1HINT , the first term describes two qubits alone,HQB

5 ( «a/ 2)(a↓
†a↓2a↑

†a↑) 1 Ha( a↑
†a↓1a↓

†a↑ ) 1 («b/ 2 )(b↓
†b↓

2b↑
†b↑)1Hb(b↑

†b↓1b↓
†b↑), where «a and «b are energy

asymmetries, which are assumed to be zero, the amplitu
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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Ha andHb describe the tunneling within qubits~we consider
Ha'Hb), and the direct interaction termUa↑

†a↑b↑
†b↑ is ne-

glected. The frequencies of free Rabi oscillations of qub
Va5(4Ha

21«a
2)1/252Ha and Vb52Hb ~we use\51) ob-

viously coincide, Va5Vb5V @V[(Va1Vb)/2# if Ha
5Hb . For simplicity, we limit ourselves by the case19

of DQD qubits, measured by a low-transparency QPC,
that the detector Hamiltonian is HDET5( lElcl

†cl

1( rErcr
†cr1( l ,rT(cl

†cr1cr
†cl) and the interaction term is

HINT 5 ( l ,rDTa(a↑
†a↑2a↓

†a↓)(cl
†cr 1 cr

†cl) 1 ( l ,rDTb(b↑
†b↑

2b↓
†b↓)(cl

†cr1cr
†cl); equal coupling impliesDTa5DTb .

The four basis states of two qubits,u1&[u↑a↑b&, u2&
[u↑a↓b&, u3&[u↓a↑b&, u4&[u↓a↓b&, correspond to four val-
ues of the average current through the detector:I 1,2,3,4
52p(T6DTa6DTb)2r lr re

2V, whereV is the QPC voltage
and r l (r ) are densities of states. The measurement pro
tends to collapse the two-qubit state into this ‘‘measureme
basis. However, in the case of equal coupling two curre
coincide, I 25I 3[I 23, so the measurement cannot disti
guish between statesu2& and u3&. Besides the measureme
basis, it is convenient to introduce also the Bell basis:u1&B

[(u↑a↓b&2u↓a↑b&)/A2, u2&B[(u↑a↑b&2u↓a↓b&)/A2, u3&B

[(u↑a↓b&1u↓a↑b&)/A2, and u4&B[(u↑a↑b&1u↓a↓b&)/A2.
Note thatu1&B and u2&B are eigenstates ofHQB if Ha5Hb ,
while states u3&B and u4&B are transformed byHQB as
cos(Vt1f)u3&B2i sin(Vt1f)u4&B.

Before considering continuous measurements, let us
cuss a simpler case of a sequence of orthodox projec
measurements which can be realized if the coupling with
detector is strong (C@1, see below! and the detector voltag
is applied during short-time intervals. Since statesu2& and
u3& are mutually indistinguishable, the two-qubit density m
trix r is projected each time into one of the three subspa
corresponding to statesu1&, u23&, and u4& ~we use notation
u23& for the subspace spanned byu2& and u3&). The projec-
tive measurements are separated by time intervalsDt of uni-
tary evolution due toHQB .

Assume that the first measurement resulted in the cur
I 23; then the state is projected into theu23& subspace, which
is also a subspaceu13&B in the Bell basis. If the state would
be exactlyu1&B ~which does not evolve underHQB), then all
subsequent measurements would give the same resultI 23 and
state u1&B would remain unchanged. However, if the tw
qubits would be in stateu3&B, then the next measureme

FIG. 1. Schematic of two qubits measured by an equa
coupled detector.~a! Realization based on double quantum do
measured by a quantum point contact,~b! realization based on
single-Cooper-pair boxes~SCPB! measured by a single-electro
transistor. Measurement can entangle qubits.
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would result in I 23 only with probability p5(cosVDt)2,
while the probabilities of resultsI 1 and I 4 would be (1
2p)/2 each. Therefore, if a long sequence of current m
surements repeatedly gives the resultI 23, the two-qubit den-
sity matrix r purifies and becomes close to the fully e
tangled stateu1&B.

A simple analysis shows that afterN successful measure
ments~all results areI 23)

r11
B ~N!5r11

B ~0!/@r11
B ~0!1r33

B ~0!~cosVDt !2(N21)#, ~1!

where r11
B (0), r33

B (0), and r11
B (N) are the corresponding

density-matrix elements in the Bell basis before and after
measurements, while the probability of a successful
quence isP(N)5r11

B (0)1r33
B (0)(cosVDt)2(N21). For large

N, the difference from stateu1&B becomes exponentially
small, while the probability of success is close tor11

B (0),
which is equal to 1/4 for the fully mixed initial stater i j ,mix

5r i j ,mix
B 5d i j /4. The purification rate depends onDt, and is

the fastest whenDt is close to (1/41k/2)2p/V (k is an
integer!, which is a regime opposite to the quantum no
demolition measurements.20

If some measurement in the sequence givesI 1 or I 4, then
r11

B becomes zero. In this case, to obtain the Bell stateu1&B,
one has to apply some perturbation which mixes two s
spaces~for example, a noise affecting«a and/or «b) and
repeat the procedure. Thus, the probability 12(3/4)M to ob-
tain stateu1&B becomes arbitrary close to unity for a suffi
ciently large numberM of attempts.

The procedure can obviously be used for thepreparation
of entangled states in a solid-state quantum computer, s
is important to discuss what happens if the conditio
Ha5Hb and I 25I 3 are not satisfied exactly. In the cas
of slightly different Ha and Hb , Eq. ~1! changes insignifi-
cantly @cosVDt should be replaced with cosVDt/
cos(DVDt/2), where DV[Va2Vb], however, the pro-
bability of an N-long successful sequence becom
P(N)5r11

B (0)@cos(DVDt/2)#2(N21)1r33
B (0)(cosVDt)2(N21)

and decreases to zero atN→`. Estimating the average
length of a successful sequence,N̄;@sin(DVDt/2)#22,
one can estimate a typical inaccuracy 12r11

B ;@cosVDt/

cos(DVDt/2)#2/[sin(DVDt/2)]2, which is as small as;exp@
2(2V/DV)2# if Dt!V21 ~quantum Zeno regime! and even
smaller,;(cosVDt)(32/p2)(V/DV)2

, if Dt is close top/2V.
To analyze the effect of a small difference betweenI 2 and

I 3 because of slightly different coupling, we use the stand
theory11 of weak quantum measurements and take into
count the detector shot noiseSi52eIi . We assume that dur
ing a short measurement intervaldt currentsI 1 andI 4 can be
unambiguously identified, while currentsI 2 and I 3 are al-
most indistinguishable: e5(I 22I 3)2/4D!1, where D
5S23/2dt is the variance of the measured noisy current. Ea
successful measurement tends to shift the state towards e
u2& or u3& and so decreases the amount of entangled s
u1&B, that competes with the purification due to Eq.~1!
and leads to an iterative formular11

B (N11).r11
B (N)2e/4
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1@12r11
B (N)#(sinVDt)2 whenr11

B is close to unity. There-
fore, a typical inaccuracy is 12r11

B .e/4(sinVDt)2.
Now instead of instantaneous measurements let us

sider a more realistic case of a continuous measuremen
alized when the detector voltage is applied all the time.
the analysis we will use the Bayesian formalism13 assuming
weakly responding linear detecting regime,uDI a,bu!I i ,
DI a[I 12I 35I 22I 4 , DI b[I 12I 25I 32I 4, and symmetric
weak coupling,Ca'Cb&1, Ca,b[(DI a,b)2/S0Ha,b , where
the frequency-independent detector noise spectral densitS0
does not depend significantly on the qubit’s state.

The evolution of the two-qubit density matrixr can be
described by the equation21 ~in the Itô representation!

d

dt
r i j 5F I ~ t !2(

k
rkkI kG S I i1I j22(

k
rkkI kD r i j

S0

2@~ I i2I j !
2/4S01g i j #r i j 2 i @HQB ,r# i j , ~2!

where the extra dephasing rateg i j 5(h2121)(I i2I j )
2/4S0

depends on detector idealityh (0<h<1) and vanishes for
the QPC as a detector13 (h51); however, this term is im-
portant, for example, for the SET. To simulate individu
realizations of the random measurement process, the n
detector current I (t) can be calculated asI (t)5j(t)
1(krkkI k , wherej(t) is a white noise with spectral densit
S0. Notice that averaging over noisej(t) eliminates the first
term in Eq.~2! and leads to the standard master equation

We have performed extensive Monte Carlo simulatio
and found the following~Fig. 2!. In the symmetric case
Ha5Hb , Ca5Cb5C @C[(Ca1Cb)/2, we usedC from 1/4 to
1#, any initial state either evolves into the fully entangl
Bell stateu1&B (r11

B →1) or ends up in the orthogonal sub
space (r11

B →0) performing oscillations22 within this sub-
space so that the ‘‘signal’’z[r112r4452 Rer24

B ~which af-
fects the detector current! oscillates with frequencyV and
amplitude fluctuating between 0 and 1. Both states co
spond to the same23 average detector current@since I 23

FIG. 2. Two numerical realizations ofr11
B evolution starting

from the fully mixed state. The upper~solid! line illustrates the
scenario of collapse into a fully entangled Bell stateu1&B, while the
lower ~dotted! line shows a collapse into the orthogonal subspa
Two insets show the corresponding spectral densitiesSI(v) of the
detector noise~solid/dashed lines are the numerical/analytical
sults!.
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5(I 11I 4)/2]; however, the spectral density of the detec
current is different. In stateu1&B it is flat and equal toS0
~sincez50), while in the oscillating state it exhibits a peak23

at frequencyV ~lower inset in Fig. 2! with the peak height
(32/3)hS0, confirming the analytical result discussed belo

The fact of collapsing eventually either into stateu1&B or
into the orthogonal subspace can be understood using
analogy with the sequential measurement case, and is
cause neither unitary evolution due toHQB nor nonunitary
evolution due to measurement mixes two subspaces@see Eq.
~2!#. The probability of two scenarios are obviously equal
r11

B (0) and 12r11
B (0), since the ensemble-averaged val

^r11
B (t)& does not change with time~as follows from the

master equation!.
To find analytically the spectral density of the detec

current for the oscillating state, we have used two method16

leading to the same result. The first one is based on
master equation and the collapse ansatz. Using the clas
equationI (t)5zDI 1j(t), we calculate the current correla
tion function KI(t)5^I (0)I (t)& as KI(t.0)
5(DI )2Kẑ(t), while Kẑ(t) is calculated in the following
way. At timet50, the two-qubit state is collapsed into on
of the three basis states of the subspace:u1& ~corresponding
to z51), u4& (z521), or u3&B (z50). The probabilities of
these collapses are 1/3 each, since forr11

B 50 the stationary
solution of the master equation isr115r445r33

B 51/3 ~this
state is diagonal in the basis$u1&,u4&,u3&B% as well as in the
Bell basis and has zero entanglement24!. In each of the three
cases, the value ofz at timet is obtained from the solution o
the master equation@averaged Eq.~2!# for two relevant com-
ponents:

dz/dt52Vy, dy/dt5Vz2Gy, ~3!

where y[2 Imr23
B and G5h21(DI )2/4S0. So z(t)

56G(t), G(t)[exp(2Gt/2)@cosṼt1(G/2Ṽ)sinṼt#

@hereṼ[(V22G2/4)1/2] in the two first cases, whilez(t)
50 in the third one. Summing the three contributions
^z(0)z(t)& with probability weights 1/3 each, we obtainKẑ
5(2/3)G(t) and the current spectral density

SI~v!5S01
8

3

V2~DI !2G

~v22V2!21G2v2
. ~4!

In the caseG!V, the spectral peak at the Rabi frequencyV
corresponds to theQ-factor of 8h/C ~as for one qubit16! and
has the peak height equal to (32/3)hS0.

The second method ofSI(v) calculation is based on th
Bayesian equation~2! assumingh51 and random evolution
of a pure state22 with z5A(t)cos@Vt1F(t)# †then y
5A(t)sin@Vt1F(t)#‡. In this method16 the correlation be-
tween noisej(0) and evolution of the density matrix at
later time should be taken into account, soKI(t.0)
5(DI )2Kz(t)1DIK jz(t), while correlation functions
Kz(t) and Kjz(t) should be calculated by averaging of
long individual realization over time. We have proved th
the result forKI(t) calculated by this method coincides wit
the result of the previous method for arbitrary couplingC;

.
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however, the formalism is much simpler for weak couplin
C!1. In this case, the stochastic differential equations
A(t) and F(t) can be averaged over oscillations with fr
quencyV and the correlation functions can be calculat
analytically: Kz(t)5(5/12)G(t) and Kjz(t.0)
5G(t)DI /4. This gives us a natural partition of the relativ
spectral peak height 32/3 into two contributions: ‘‘classica
part 20/3 comes from oscillations of the signalz, while the
‘‘quantum’’ contribution equal to 4 is due to the partial co
lapse ofr correlated with the detector noise. Comparing t
partition with the partition 45212 for a one-qubit
measurement,16 we observe that the classical part grow
faster than the quantum part when the number of qubit
increased.

Numerical simulations show that if the two Rabi freque
cies Va and Vb are slightly different, or a small differenc
betweenCa andCb is due to asymmetry of the coupling~dif-
ferent DI a and DI b), then the two-qubit density matrixr
makes rare abrupt jumps between a state very close tou1&B

and the oscillating state. To find the switching rates anal
cally, we have used the master equation starting from
entangled initial conditionr11

B 51 and calculated the linea
term inr11

B (t) dependence att@G21 @but whenr11
B (t) is still

close to unity#. In this way we have obtained the ra
GB→O5(DV)2/2G of switching from the Bell state to the
oscillating state due to slightly different Rabi frequencie
and the rateGB→O5(DC/C)2G/8 when Va5Vb , but cou-
plings DI a andDI b are slightly different. To find the rate o
the reverse switching, note that the stationary master e
tion has the solutionr i j ,st

B 5r i j ,st5d i j /4, therefore the sys
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tem should spend on average one-fourth of the time in
state u1&B, and soGO→B5GB→O/3. The numerical histo-
grams of switching time distributions confirm these form
las. Taking into account rare switching events, the aver
spectral density of the detector current is given by Eq.~4!
multiplied by 3/4, so the spectral peak height is equal
8hS0.

Finally, we have studied the effect of environmen
dephasing, modeling it with two small dephasing ratesga

and gb acting separately onto two qubits. This leads to
slightly mixedr even for an ideal detector and to switchin
events withGB→O53GO→B5(ga1gb)/2. Note that a con-
trollable weak external noise can be used in a simple fe
back protocol to restore the entangled state after an und
able switching to the oscillating state.

In conclusion, we have found that the continuous m
surement of two identical solid-state qubits by the equa
coupled detector leads to either a full spontaneous entan
ment of qubits~Bell state! or to a collapse into the orthogo
nal oscillating state. Slight asymmetry of the two-qubit co
figuration as well as environmental dephasing leads
switching between two regimes. It is important to menti
that for an experimental observation of the phenomenon,
quantum idealityh of the detector should not necessarily
close to unity; it should only be large enough to distingu
the Rabi spectral peak with the peak-to-pedestal ratio
32h/3.
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